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Benidorm
Series 6 (2014) Quiz 1

1. Whose tanning pills get mistaken for drugs at Alicante Airport and who gets the blame?

2. Which couple stage a protest to ensure that they get the free holiday they were promised?

3. Who lead's Michael astray, ending up with him getting a tattoo?

4. Whose reputation does Cocktail Waiter Jason Gallagher threaten to jeopardise?

5. Who returns to the Solana for a stag weekend with his noisy friends who immediately annoy staff 
and the other guests?

6. Who stands in for the stripper on a night out for the stag party?

7. What is a hung-over Martin appalled to learn when he wakes up in bed with Bianca?

8. When Kenneth panics and believes that an elderly client has died under the dryer. How does he 
dispose of the 'corpse’?

9. Martin hits the Jackpot at the casino with whose 'Lucky Penny', and how much does he win?

10. Why is Madge untypically nice to everybody?

11. Whose ashes do the Stewarts plan to scatter in Benidorm?

12. After a short break, who does Joyce return to work with, someone who has recently escaped from a 
Thai Prison?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Madge's Pill's, Mick gets the blame
2. Donald and Jacqueline
3. Tiger Dyke
4. Mateo's
5. Martin Weedon
6. Jacqueline

7. She is a minor (as a prank) 
8. Madge's scooter
9. Donald's & hundreds of euros 
10. She believes that she is terminally ill
11. Their friend, Big Donna
12. Her old flame, Cyril Babcock

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 6 (2014) Quiz 1

1. Whose tanning pills get mistaken for drugs at Alicante Airport and who gets the blame?

2. Which couple stage a protest to ensure that they get the free holiday they were promised?

3. Who lead's Michael astray, ending up with him getting a tattoo?

4. Whose reputation does Cocktail Waiter Jason Gallagher threaten to jeopardise?

5. Who returns to the Solana for a stag weekend with his noisy friends who immediately annoy staff 
and the other guests?

6. Who stands in for the stripper on a night out for the stag party?

7. What is a hung-over Martin appalled to learn when he wakes up in bed with Bianca?

8. When Kenneth panics and believes that an elderly client has died under the dryer. How does he 
dispose of the 'corpse’?

9. Martin hits the Jackpot at the casino with whose 'Lucky Penny', and how much does he win?

10. Why is Madge untypically nice to everybody?

11. Whose ashes do the Stewarts plan to scatter in Benidorm?

12. After a short break, who does Joyce return to work with, someone who has recently escaped from a 
Thai Prison?
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